Abstract. In this paper, we extend the result in [Y. Muroya, Persistence, contractivity and global stability in logistic equations with piecewise constant delays, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 270 (2002) 602-635] to nonautonomous logistic equations with piecewise constant arguments and establish two sufficient conditions for contractivity-like property, from which the global asymptotic stability of the solutions of this equation is derived, even if the effect of delays dominates over the instantaneous feedback. We offer two examples to illustrate our results.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the following nonautonomous logistic equation with piecewise constant delays,
^^ = N{t) [ r{t)-a{t)N{t) -f^ b\t)N{[t-/])),«<?<«+
1,M = 0,1,2..., "^ V '=0 / (1.1) where / and n are positive integers / = 0,1,2,...,OT and « = 0,1,2,..., respectively, and [t] denotes the maximal integer less than or equal to t G (-°°,+°°). We assume that r{t) > 0,b^{t) > 0,b'{t) > 0 for / = 1,2,3,. ..,OT and a{t) are continuous and bounded functions of t on [0,+°°). For the biological meanings, we only consider the solutions for the cases of initial conditions A^( -j) = N-j > 0, for j = m, m -1,..., 1 and A^(0) = No>0.
Logistic equations with piecewise constant arguments which model the dynamics of a single-species population, have been studied by many hterature (see, for example [1-3, 6-14,16-18] and the references therein). In particular, for the following logistic equation with a piecewise constant delay (m = 0):
^^j^ = rN{t){l-aN{t)-bN{[t])),n<t<n+l,n
= 0,l,2..., (1.2) if> r < i±« In 1^, and Liu and Gopalsamy [6] investigated this conjecture by computer simulations. Recently, this conjecture has been solved completely by both of Muroya and Kato [12] and Li and Yuan [3] . For the following autonomous logistic equation with multiple piecewise constant arguments,
the special case a = 0 has been investigated by several authors (see, for example, Matsunaga et al. [7] , Muroya [10] , Uesugi et al. [14] and the references therein). Muroya [8] estabhshed necessary and sufficient conditions for m = 0 and sufficient conditions for OT > 1 for contractivity of solutions. Muroya [9] obtained another contractivity condition r{t) < 1 under some restricted condition (see the last part of (1.6)). In this paper, using the same transformation for nonautonomous case in Lisena [4, 5] and applying the similar proofs for contractivity conditions in Muroya [8, 9] , we estabhsh two sufficient conditions for the solution of (1.1) to be globally asymptotically stable. Our results generalize both of [8, Theorem 3.5] and [9, Theorem 2.1] for autonomous case to nonautonomous case. As in Lisena [4, 5] , for a positive known solution N*{t) and any solution N{t) of (1.1), we put x{t) = j^Mr for any t > -m. Then, we have the following equation 
1=0
(1.4) has a positive equilibrium x* = I. Our first result in this paper is the following which is an extension of Muroya [9, Theorem 2.1] to nonautonomous case (cf. Wang et a/. [15] ). Now we assume that there exist three constants a, a and /3 such that
"^ t>oB{t) -For the case, -1 < a < 1, there exists a constant K (see Lemma 3.4) such that l<^^exp|(!^i^)(^-«)|<^, (1.8) where f{a) is defined in (2.3) in Section 2 (see also [8] and [11] 
over, if limsup (a{t) + Bit)) dt > 0, then it holds that lim (N{n)-N*{n)) =0, and any solution N{t) of (1.1) is globally asymptotically stable.
These results state that (1.1) has contractivity-like property, from which the global asymptotic stability of the solutions of (1.1) is derived, even if the effect of delays dominates over the instantaneous feedback. It is clear that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are reduced to [9, Theorem 2.1] and [8, Theorem 3.5], respectively, when all coefficients are constant. Hence, our theorems extend previous results to the nonautonomous case.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we prepare some basic lemmas and in Section 3, our main theorems are proved. Especially, the discretized formula (3.2) in Lemma 3.1 gives us the idea of the contractivity about the positive equilibrium x* = 1 for (1.4). The contractivity condition is introduced in Lemma 3.2. Two examples are given to illustrate our results.
PRELIMINARY
For preparations, for r > 0 and -1 < a < 1, put
[r for? = 0.
At first, for -1 < a < 1, consider the following function ^(7; a) of 7 on (-1,1): 
In particular, 7(0) = 0 and \ima^oY(a) = 7(0).
The following relation on f(t; r), f(a) and t(a) has an important role in this paper. 
for-oo<^ t <t{a) and (2.4) ^f'{t;r{a)) <0 fort{a) <t <l.
Hence, for any 0 < r < r{a), we have I f(t;r) < f(t-f(a)) < f(t(a);f(a)) = j^ fort < I, \f{t;f{a))<j^ fort <landt^t{a). (2.5)
Further, for -1 < a < 0, it holds that f{a) < f(l + 2a), and l + af{t;r) > Ofor any r < r( 1 + 2a) and any t <l.
LEMMAS AND PROOF OF THEOREMS
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.1-1.2. d_ dt
Integrating both sides of (3.3) respect to t on [n,t) and by the continuity of t, we obtain (3.1). Next, we show that (3.2) holds. Put G{n,x{n)) such that
G{n,x{n))
a{s)exp(J^F(u)du)ds

It follows that
G{n,x{n)) ,n = 0,1,2,. ..
Remark that exp (j^+^F{s)ds\ -1 = J^+^F{s)exp{J^F{u)du)ds. Finally, we obtain (3.2). D Lemma 3.2. If the following conditions hold for n<t <n+l
' d{t) + b^{t) > IJlib'{t) for 1 -x(«)/""+^foO(i)exp(/;F(M)rfM)rfi > 0,
then for any solution x{n) of (I A), it holds that (3.4)
Proof We obtain the following equation from Eq.(3.2), .4) is uniformly stable. The rest of the proof on the global attractivity of the positive equilibrium x* = 1 of (1.4) is omitted here, since this proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [8] . Hence, we obtain the conclusion of this theorem. D Example 3.3. Consider the following nonautonomous logistic equation with piecewise constant delays, for 0 < r < 1/(6.5 + e):
1=0 wherea(?)=2 + i:/^ofo'(;),foO(;) = 1.5 + exp(l/(l + ?)) andfoi(;) = 2+sin(2ra).This equation has a positive solution N*{t) = 1. We easily see that (1.6) in Theorem 1.1 is satisfied for any 0 < r < 1/(6.5 + e). Hence, by Theorem 1.1, we conclude that the positive solution N*{t) = 1 is globally asymptotically stable.
To prove Theorem 1.2, we need the following Lemmas 3.4-3.6. Proof. By (1.9), (3.8) holds. Moreover, by (2.5) in Lemma 2.2 and (3.7), we obtain that
Hence, the proof is complete. D Proof of Theorem 1.2 First, we show that the hypothesis (3.4) in Lemma 3.2 holds under the condition (1.9) in Theorem 1.2. The first condition of (1.9) implies the first part of (3.4) in Lemma 3.2, because it follows that
Let us show the second part of (3.4) in Lemma 3.2. Consider the function h{Y) = f^ = %tMl -1 for 7 G R. Then, h{Y) is strictly monotone increasing on Y and h{Y) < 1 for 7 < j^. By Lemma 3.6, we see X(M,X(M)) < jz^ and under the condition (1.9), if a < 0, then it follows that l+x{n)J^+^a{s)exp{J^F{u)du)ds> l + aX{n,x{n)) > l + a^^ = {^ > 0, which implies the positivity of 1 +x{n) /""^^ a{s) exp {j^F{u)du) ds for the case, a < 0. Moreover, under the situation "for 1 -X(M)/""^ b^{s)exp{J^F{u)du)ds < 0" in the second line of (3.4), it follows that
Consequently, by Lemma 3.2, (3.5) holds and hence, the positive equilibrium x* = 1 of (1.4) is uniformly stable. The rest of the proof on the global attractivity of the positive equilibrium x* = 1 of (1.4) is omitted here, since this proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [8] . Hence, we obtain the conclusion of this theorem. D , we obtain f(l-^) ^ 4.04645.... We claim that for any 0 < r < f(l -^), (1.9) in Theorem 1.2 is satisfied, because it follows that (r/18) Xr+^(10 + sin2ra + cos27rOA = 5r/9 < f(l -^)/1.8.
Hence, for 0 < r < f(l -^) = 4.04645..., any solution of (3.10) is globally asymptotically stable.
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